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Giants revisited, They Are Here!
Sounds like giants will be taking form again in the end times? Think again.

If we understand that giants like humans were two parts. One part spirit the other part were large
physical bodies to interact with creation. They were given for oversight and protection of the
well being and good of humanity.

And because giants were two parts, their carnal, physical bodies were destroyed as a result of
them leaving their "first estate", or God given purpose. Same thing.

They departed in purpose in spirit we call the fall, and in their spiritual inversion, they then being
reversed in purpose for benevolence to become the enemies of God and His image. Instead of
being Gods mediators and go betweens to mankind, they obsconded with what God gave to
mankind and what mankind gives to God with trickery and deceit. They give themselves in
coverages and providers of human services and attempt to circumvent Gods Glory in doing so.

We know that their replacement was Gods Son. So that now "there is one mediator (messenger,
angel and go to) between God and man, that is the man Christ Jesus". Both the ministries of
angels and prophets failed miserably as representatives and mediums for God and got deposed,
fired, expelled and expired.

We understand from scripture that satan and his minions "are like a roaring lion seeking whom they
may devour" showing us that they still have influence with people who have not submitted to the
covering provided by Christ because of not understanding what God had given us, or through flat
out rebellion. That is why in Paul's letter to Timothy, he prays that "some may come to their senses,
having been taken captive by satan to do his bidding". Showing us that people can still carry
out the intentions of satan.
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It is these rogue spirits that have long coveted to aquire physical bodies to replace the ones they
had that God destroyed. The use of humans, leaves them to have to reincarnate over and over to
complete their take over, and this takes too long because of the length of a human life is too short,
and the task of stealing souls to make them their agents takes time and they only have so many
useful years.

We know they do have their bloodlines. That's another topic. But the point here is that they want
something more enduring and pervasive than humans and for this they have corporations.

The word "corporation" comes from the word "corpial" and means "a body".

Yes, corporations are legal court room protected entities with the same rights as humans in terms
of law. That is why terms and conditions are so important to them. Laws give them equal
protection, terms and conditions give them special privileges and corporations live so much longer
than humans.

You see like the giants of old whose first purpose was to convey benevolence from God to man, or
as Jude put it "who left their first estate" of serving humanity by providing coverings, protections
and provisions from God. Again wearing names of benevolence. Today they present themselves as
being concerned for humanity and assume roles as such. However scripture says "you will know
them by their works".

I think the point is clear here that the giants of old have re-assumed their role not with an organic
body such as ourselves, but a new body, a corporate body. For this reason even in law and politics,
they have re-gained superiority over humans by usurping power by the power of payoffs or murder
ad two of their chief weapons.

The voting process is an illusion. The real power is in lobbying and buying politicians and votes.
This is the work of corporations, or collected corprials (bodies) of a difference consistency than
humans, and spirited like the giants of old as in the days of Noah. Unlike the Giants of old, these
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entities live now vicariously and ubiquitously through the web and throughout their various
branches.

Fallen angels are now presented through bi-laws, vision statements, in corporations and also live
and control through media/mediums of internet and broadcasting. They don't and won't be anymore
real and powerful then they already are, and God has no intention of giving them bodies like He did
in the beginning. As a matter of fact, after these entities have fully been integrated, migrated and
interphased completely into the web of control, that very web that enticed them with godlike
features becomes the very trap by which their entanglements of terms and conditions binds them
here and they will not be able to escape. Yes the heavens are purified in this matter. And for that
matter, Satan and his cohorts inherit all matter. Poor them because "10 the day of the Lord will
come as a thief in the night, in which the heavens will pass away with a great noise, and the
elements will melt with fervent heat; both the earth and the works that are in it will be [d]
burned up. 11 Therefore, since all these things will be dissolved, what manner of persons ought
you to be in holy conduct and godliness, 12 looking for and hastening the coming of the day of God,
because of which the heavens will be dissolved, being on fire, and the elements will melt with
fervent heat.

Then the verses that wrap up the book of Isaiah will be understood that ,"

“For as the new heavens and the new earth
Which I will make shall remain before Me,” says the Lord,
“So shall your descendants and your name remain.
23
And it shall come to pass
That from one New Moon to another,
And from one Sabbath to another,
All flesh shall come to worship before Me,” says the Lord.

24

“And they shall go forth and look
Upon the corpses of the men
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Who have transgressed against Me.
For their worm does not die,
And their fire is not quenched.
They shall be an abhorrence to all flesh.”
So some think giants will take form again at the end of the age! They already did but their time is
short Amen!
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